terrasensa
Relief floor panels
Walking surfaces just like those found in nature –
in your medical supply store
terrasensa relief floor panels –
ideal for prostheses trial fittings and therapy

An uneven surface with a varied profile: with terrasensa relief floor panels, you can bring forms found in nature into your medical supply store. This underfoot surface enables you to optimally adjust to your customers’ patterns of movement and requirements while fitting prostheses and sockets. During therapy, your customers gain extra confidence in their movement through versatile sensorimotor training – step by step.

The terrasensa panels can be combined in countless ways depending on the requirements, therapy objectives and spatial conditions. You can thereby continually create new surfaces on which to simulate everyday gait situations – right in your medical supply store, under your professional supervision and without the effect of familiarisation.

In addition, you can make your customers’ progress during therapy visible using Dartfish movement analysis software (not included in scope of delivery). Track movement patterns before, during and after therapy and use the recordings to show your customers the successes that have been achieved.

Product features

*terrasensa relief floor panel*

**Art. no. 752T1:**

- Dimensions per panel: 50 cm x 50 cm
- 6 panels per package
- Weight per panel: 3.2 kg
- Material: 100% polyurethane
- Degree of hardness: approx. 45 Shore A
- No loss of function, extremely wear-resistant
- Slip-resistant and shock-absorbing – no mechanical risk of injury
- Not sensitive to cleaning agents or moisture
- Dermatologically safe
- Environmentally friendly production process

Gait training and therapy exercises following fitting with a silicone partial foot prosthesis.